Essentials of Gastroenterology provides students, residents, and gastroenterologists, especially those in training, with a highly practical, concise guide to the GI system and its major diseases.

Full color throughout, the book covers all conditions encountered during GI training and education programs and in the clinical setting. With a strong focus on the clinical aspects of GI disease, it highlights the specific scenarios you will be presented with when managing your patients on the wards.

Packed with multiple choice questions and specific clinical case studies, the book also draws upon the guidelines and recommendations of the world’s leading gastroenterology societies - the AGA, ASGE, ACG, BSG, WGO, and UEGF.

This combination of an easy-to-access structure and outstanding clinical content ensures that Essentials of Gastroenterology is the ideal point-of-care tool in today’s busy clinical setting and is truly essential reading for all members of the gastroenterology team.
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